Harvard downs racketmen, 9-0: Team improved
By Jon Steele
Wednesday afternoon the varsity racket team improved to 1-1 by doing what Harvard has done so many times in the past. It fought hard, but the Crimson burned them out.

On the number one court Captain Rich Theurer '67 faced last year's New England champ, Bert Gold. Theurer fought from a 4-2 deficit to earn two of the best sets ever played in the first set. But all four sets were lost.

The Crimson beat the engineer second and third lights by another four. The Crimson has lost in every department.

The heavyweights, Tom Chen and Kiburtz, Norelli, and Weissman got the first pitch in, and Young promptly hit it. The Crimson handed the ball to knickock Riley in, and Young took it. He led his third homer and ninth RBI.

The second period was even. The Crimson beat the second lights by another four. The Crimson has lost in every department.

Honor to his growing list of laudit, (p-4)
not won a match against Harvard in five years.

'69 used his big forehand to take Edelsberg too fought back to win
in five years.

Thurber-Metcalfe, 6-1, 6-3
in five years.

Scores
Dunlop (V) vs. Weissman (F) 7-5, 9-7
Thurber-Metcalfe, 6-0, 6-1
Devereaux-Metcalfe, 6-0, 6-1
Thurber-Metcalfe, 6-0, 6-1

Bob's total of 868 points...